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Hair Stylist, Makeup Artist and Cosmetic Tattooist
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LIFESTYLE!

Cosmetic Tattoo’s will save you time and frustration.
You will look good 24 hours a day and you will hardly
need any more makeup.
You can swim, sleep, perspire, have a sauna, play
sport, wash your hair, eat and still look GREAT!
It won’t wash off and lasts for years. All of our
treatments are performed in very CLEAN, HYGIENIC
conditions. We only use the finest quality equipment
and needles are individually packed in sterile packets
- the needles and the attachments are disposed of
after each treatment in a Sharps container - EACH
CLIENT HAS A NEW NEEDLE, NEW MACHINE
ATTACHMENTS AND NEW PRODUCT.
Using the manual method, the needles come in sterile
packs, and then the colour is gently pricked into the
skin.
The Cosmetic Tattoo Machine works on the same
principle, the needle vibrates up and down and
implants colour into the Skin creating your Cosmetic
Tattoo Treatment.
Any instrument used that is not disposable is
AUTOCLAVED on our premises, the same sterilising
procedure that is used by Doctors, Dentists and
Hospitals. Your protection is our priority.
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES
WHAT ARE PIGMENT
LOTIONS AND ARE
THEY SAFE?

IS IT LIKE A REGULAR
BODY TATTOO?

Most of the Pigments used are Iron Oxide and
Titanium Dioxide, a safe non-reactive substance.
The Pigment Lotions are specifically manufactured
for implantation into human skin. Most of the
Pigment Lotions are inorganic excluding some of
the Lip Colours which are organic. A coloured
powder is suspended in a solution of distilled
water, alcohol, and glycerine, which results in a
smooth, fine, creamy liquid. There are over 400
pre-mixed colours and more colours can be
created by mixing colours together. I will either
create or select the colours as close to your
requirements as possible. I use colours imported
from four reputable manufacturers in the USA,
all tested and proven for over 30 years. Product
ingredients are listed on our bottles. The main
difference between our lotions and regular tattoo
inks is that Cosmetic Tattoo Pigment Colours are
softer, and have been blended specifically for the
face, all are pre-mixed and pasteurised. Most body
Tattooists mix their coloured powder with alcohol
and do not list the ingredients on their bottles.

It is essentially the same procedure and result when you puncture the skin with any object, inserting
colour, it is called tattoo. The 3 major differences are:
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Cosmetic Tattoo

Body Tattoo

Machines Used

Cosmetic Tattooists use either a Rotary
Pen Style Machine which runs quieter,
is lighter and is easier to control. Or a
Universal Machine uses all disposable
attachments.

Body tattoo artists use a high powered
Coil Machine and Power box.

Needle Depth

Cosmetic Tattoo usually don’t go quite
as deep as Body Tattooist, It is a much
more delicate process.

Regular body tattoo’s generally need to
penetrate the skin deeper as the skin
on your body is usually much tougher
than your facial skin.

Understanding

Always choose a Cosmetic Tattooist
to work on your face - they should
understand the skin, facial structure,
have experience with makeup designs
and have the variety of suitable colours
to work on the face for successful longlasting results.

Body tattooists usually have a
limited understanding of the special
considerations needed when tattooing
the face cosmetically.
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES
WHAT WILL THE
TATTOO LOOK LIKE?

DOES IT HURT, IS IT
WORTH IT?

Usually it looks as if you applied a pencil, a softer,
more muted look. Immediately after the treatment
the colour will be stronger, brighter and possibly
darker than your desired colour. In most cases
you do lose approximately 20-40% of intense
colour during the healing process within 4-14
days. Full lip Treatment colour loss can be up to
60%, after the healing process. The amount of
colour retention will depend on the colour, type
of skin and if you have followed the Home Care
instructions. Colour retention is individual. It is best
to wait between 6-8 weeks to judge and see the
final colour result and you need to return then for
your adjustment appointment.

I do use pain control products to alleviate any
discomfort. A pre-deadener is used in most
treatments prior to the procedure on intact skin,
after puncturing the skin I apply an anaesthetic gel
and together they are very effective. Many clients
compare it to a tickling or irritating sensation.
Every person has a different pain threshold, and
yes, it can hurt one person more than another
but the long-term results far outweigh the short
time of discomfort. Some clients choose to take
pain relieving tablets prior to having a treatment.
In the case of a lip treatment a local anaesthetic is
administered by a Dentist and you will feel nothing.
Every client says it’s worth it!
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THE HEALING
TIME IS
MINIMAL
FOR ALL
TREATMENTS
AND CAN
RANGE
FROM 4 TO
14 DAYS
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES

WHAT OTHER IMPORTANT THINGS
SHOULD I KNOW?
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COLOUR

Colour matching can be difficult but we do
endeavour to get the match close to your
colour request. Many things can alter the
final result of the Pigment colour in the skin client’s skin undertone, acid, and oils in your
skin and neglecting to follow the HOME CARE
INSTRUCTIONS. Some dark skins are unsuitable
for tattooing. We do not use black alone on
the eyebrows, brown and orange is mixed, the
reason being black can take on a black/blue
effect, as often seen in body tattoos.
All blacks tattooed into the skin will eventually
look a little bluish. This could be immediately
after the healing, months or even years later - on
eyeliner and body tattoos. The darker the skin
tone, particularly olive skin, the less obvious
black pigment will look and the more chance it
could take on a bluish hue.

We have also seen black and blue colours when
implanted as Eyeliner, in some skins, spread a

little under the skin, giving a hazed, smudged,
bruised effect of colour. It only happens in a
very small percentage of people but you must
be aware that it can happen and is beyond our
control. This can happen during the treatment,
or days after the treatment. We do take every
precaution, depositing small amounts of Pigment
lightly in that area.
Colour implanted around the corners of the eyes
may last indefinitely.
Colour feathering around the Lip line has
occurred with a small number of clients. If you
suffer with severe allergies we recommend a
patch test of products prior to your treatment
($88).

PERMANENCY

The permanency of the treatments can
vary, remember it is a tattoo and tattoos are
permanent. In most cases colour has still
been obvious in some skins for over 24 years,

which means some skins hold the colour more
permanently, especially in the eye area, whereas
others fade leaving a lighter residue of colour
in the skin. These treatments have only been
performed in the Western world for around
30 years, and the colours lasting in the skin is
still under consideration. It is recommended
a retouch of colour be done about every 17
months (approx. $260.00) to keep the colour
refreshed but this depends on the colour first
implanted.

PRE-EXISTING
CONDITIONS
If you have a history of COLD SORES, fever or
sun blisters, or any type of sore on the lips, you
will have a recurrence after lip treatments, as the
virus lies dormant in the body and any trauma or
stress will activate it. We recommend a two week
course of Blackmores ‘L-Lysine’ tablets prior to
any lip procedure, the tablets contain L-Lysine,
an Amino Acid, together with Zinc and Vitamin
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IT IS IMPORTANT TO INFORM US AT THE TIME
OF MAKING YOUR APPOINTMENT IF YOU
ARE PREGNANT, ARE ON MEDICATION, OR
HAVE ANY MEDICAL PROBLEMS (where a
doctor’s letter will be necessary), that may be a
contra-indication to having a treatment, or suffer
with keloid scarring on the face. Extended sun
exposure, using Retina-A, Glycolic Acid Peels,
Laser will fade out colour from all treatments.
Sunblock is necessary at all times.
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Zovirax Cream can be purchased at the chemist
for around $17.00, and we also supply a Cold
Sore Gel for $10.00, use the cream/gel as
instructed to help prevent breakouts and must
be used immediately after the cosmetic tattoo
treatment constantly for at least 6 days. You
need to buy an anti-viral lip repair stick ‘Liprotek’
from us at $26.00, it contains an anti-viral for
prevention of cold sores plus it keeps the lips
soft and helps with healing. If using Retina-A, you
will need to cease using it twelve weeks prior to
your treatment.

For mature clients who bruise easily, we
suggest Arnica tablets before Lip and Eyeliner
Treatments. Lip clients if you are on BLOOD
THINNERS, it is recommended that you either
ask your doctor if you can go off the tablets to
have lip Tattooing or perhaps re-consider having
the treatment, due to excessive bleeding which
means the skin doesn’t accept the pigment very
well but again this does depend on the colour
used.

HEALING TIME

The healing time is minimal for all treatments and
can range from 4 to 14 days, a small percentage
of people do have some swelling, itchiness and
tenderness but this should not affect your ability

to work and go about your regular activities
immediately. It is only with the full lip treatment
that swelling can last for 24-48 hours or a little
longer and the lips will be dry. Some mature age
clients may experience very sore and rough lips
for approximately 7 days. Please note: Dental
Braces must be removed before tattooing as
they can alter the lip shape.

“

Using my
experience as
a Professional
Make-up artist
I can help with
advice on which
treatment is best
suited to your
faces shape and
skin tone.

“

VERSEAS CELEBRITIES
C. On the day of your treatment double the
dose for one week. Avoid nuts, cocoa powder,
chocolate, peanut butter, brown rice, oats and
other grains, as these encourage Herpes. For
best results, ask your Doctor for a Prescription
for Zovirax, Famvir, or Valtrex (1000mg) tablets
or similar tablet with a different brand name.
The dosage per day must be 1000mg in total,
commencing tablets the day before the Lip
Treatment and continuing for the following 4 days
(1000mg per day). If you are still unsure ask for
our Cold Sore Information Sheet to be mailed or
faxed to you.

- Gordana
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES

WHO NEEDS COSMETIC TATTOO
TREATMENTS?
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EYEBROWS

LIP LINER

LIP LINE & BLEND

FULL LIP COLOUR

People who have over-plucked their
eyebrows, have gaps or scars and
the hair has not grown back, people
suffering with Alopecia, loss of hair,
people who have visual problems,
arthritis or people just wanting a
definite shape to their eyebrows.
Colour is implanted to your desired
shape framing the eye with a beautiful
defined brow. Eyebrows frame the
eyes and using my experience as
a Professional Make-up artist I can
help with advice on which is the right
shape and colour for your face and
skin tone. Colour can be implanted
as a solid look or hair strokes for a
softer result. If you have hair we can
tattoo a background colour. I can lift
the brows giving your face a lift and a
younger look.

This treatment is ideal for people who
have no definite lip shape, pale lips,
sun damaged lips, uneven lips or lips
that have lost the shape as a result of
cold sores or injury. Also if you would
like a definite lip shape to emphasise
or enlarge your mouth. Perfect for
ladies with crease lines or those who
have had lip augmentation. Colour
can be implanted in a fine or thick
line on the outer edge of Lips, giving
a lovely-defined shape to the mouth.
This treatment also makes it easier to
apply lipstick. Every woman deserves
beautiful lips!

Lip blending is the art of outlining
the lip shape then blending colour
from the lip line onto part of the lips,
making the outline less obvious.
This can be in the same colour as
the lip line to look natural or a bold
colour, this technique is best to fill
in white areas where the lip line has
been extended away from the natural
lip line or to balance a crooked lip
shape. This treatment can make
the lips look fuller. A light to medium
colour must be used for best results.
Have naturally styled lips, everyday.

Ideal if you have very pale, uneven
lip colour. This treatment looks
great on everyone, especially the
mature client. A very light or dark lip
outline is created and then a colour
is implanted all over the lips. The
lips appear highly coloured when
first done, after healing they will lose
20% to 60% of colour, depending
on the colour used, skin condition
and home care attention. The lips are
left tinted with an overall colour; we
have over 100 lip colours to select
from. With this treatment there is no
need to wear lipstick or worry about
lipstick wearing off, even while you
eat, drink or kiss. Your lips will always
look a beautiful shape and colour,
just add gloss. You can also rely on
my experience for advice on the right
colour and style for you.
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES

TREATMENT EXAMPLES
Eyebrows by Gordana
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES

TREATMENT EXAMPLES
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Freshly done bottom Eyeliner
by Gordana

Before

After
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES

TREATMENT EXAMPLES
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TO MAKE A CHANGE
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES

CALL GORDANA TODAY ON
0412 546 278 MAKE A CHANGE

CALL GORDANA TODAY ON
0412 546 278 MAKE A CHANGE
Eyebrows - $650
Half Eyebrow - $500
Eyeline Top - $550
Eyeline Bottom - $550
Eyebrow Shaping - $49.50
Eyebrows - $865
Lashline (fine) Top - $500
Bottom
- $500 - $650
Eyebrow Shaping (Tweezing Only) - $53.90 Lashline (fine) Half
Eyebrow
Lip line (outline only) - $550
Men’s Eyebrow Maintenance - $33.00
Lip line (full lip)Eyeline
- $750 Top - $715
Retouch appointments are 4-6 weeks later and
Eyebrow Tint - $24.20
Eyeline Bottom - $650
are an additional $100 / per 30 minutes
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Eyebrow Shaping & Tint - $64.90

We are a member of

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Dr Freckle and Mr Hide
operates by appointment only.
It is our policy to take $150
non-refundable booking
fee for each appointment.
do notONLY
show up for
All prices are subject to change without notice
| If you
APPOINTMENT
your appointment, cancel or
re-schedule within 24 hours
Web: www.drfrecklandmrhide.com
your booking fee will not be
Email: gordana@drfreckleandmrhide.com
redemable.
Ph: +61 [0]We
412appreciate
546 278
your understanding our
booking and cancellation
policy so we can keep
providing the best customer
service to you.

Lashline (fine) Top - $600

Plus gst or just add 10% to each price

|

Eyebrow Shaping (Tweezing Only) & Tint - $69.30

Lashline (fine) bottom - $600

Eyebrow Lightening - $31.90

Lip line (outline only) - $715

Custom Brow Colour - $49.50

Lip line (full lip) - $1000

Eyebrow Straightening - $49.50

Softap Lip - $715 - manual method

Eyelash Tint - $30.80

Retouch appointments are 4-6 weeks
later and are an additional - $150 /

per 30 minutes

Instagram: drfreckleandmrhide
Plus gst or just add 10% to each price

|

All prices are subject to change without notice

|

APPOINTMENT ONLY
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES

TREATMENT
SHAPING
UP EXAMPLES
BROWS
When it comes to brow shaping,
in the traditional makeup industry,
a lot of aspects take form, and
I am pleased it has enabled me
to carry it over to my new found
added profession of cosmetic
tattooing!

professional was due on camera
to read the news bulletin, to make
them look fabulous.

aspect of the procedure in that
it needs to be accomplished
as quickly and effectively as
possible to allow adequate
time for the actual procedure.
The process now is to quickly
produce the brow design and
assure symmetry by using a
small bendable ruler. By using a
dark very sharpened, and more
waterproof eyebrow pencil, my
design is now more likely to have
that stay-on power to keep the
template intact. The dark pencil
enables me to quickly assess the
eyebrow shape and more easily
see if they are even or require
adjustment.
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There was absolutely no time to
ship out my ruler, or my golden
ratio measuring tool. I simply had
to estimate brow evenness and
shape, and then work as fast as
possible. Because of this time
pressured process, I developed
and refined my artistic ability to
assess and design brows with
all the obvious considerations
necessary to frame the face and
enhance the appearance! It is
now an almost automatic process
to determined whether the eyes
are wide or close set, where the
eyebrow needs to end, where the
arch should go, and everything
else required to produce quick by
perfect brows!

When I briefly worked strictly in
the fashion industry, I felt my skills
were not being challenged, as
I was working exclusively with
young women with perfectly
symmetric features! Television
work offered more of a challenge
because I was not in a situation
where I worked with all ages,
uneven symmetry and not just
women, but men as well! I was
often complimented for my
brows. Unlike cosmetic tattooing
where you can use tools to
implement and perfect a design,
in my television makeup job, often
time was a huge and very limiting In the case of cosmetic tattooing,
time is spent designing the brow
factor. We were given twenty to
thirty minutes before the newscast template is also an important

TO MAKE A CHANGE
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VERSEAS CELEBRITIES

TREATMENT EXAMPLES
The most important step in my
process is taking photos upside
down of the client, and then rotating
the picture to get a clear and more
objective vision of where I need
to even out the brow! This is a
lesson stemming back from my
artistic background where we were
taught to copy a picture whilst it
was upside down, so as to not be
distracted by what we thought we
were seeing.

Once the picture (or photo) was
then turned upright, the similarity or
differences were profound and easy
to see. I’m also a big believer that
time take in the design process is
imperative, especially as the results
are permanent!

whilst model Kate Moss has wide
set eyes. Photographs of both
of these celebrities are readily
available, and make your design
task easier if the client can see
and better understand standard
principles of wide set/close set eyes
as related to brow design.
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It is typically accepted that wide set
eyes have a space greater than one
eye width between the beginning
(heads) of both brows, and close
set eyes will have less than that
amount. In general, close set eyes
are not considered as attractive
as wide set eyes. Therefore, close
set brows would also not be
considered attractive either. This
might be information to share with
a client pushing for brows that
start closer together than what is
considered more flattering. If you
struggle with the concept of close
set versus wide set eyes, it may
help to have a visual example of
both types to make the distinction
easier.

Photos for each step of my design
process are included to help you
see and understand my brown
design process. There are other
measuring tools that can be used,
but a flexible ruler is what I use and I
sanitize it between uses. If you need
to re-measure during the actual
procedure, then the measuring tool
needs to be disposable as it would
be contaminated once it touches
near or on open skin. A disposable
measuring tape, six inch q-tip, or
tongue blade could be used during
the actual procedure. Accurate and
safe procedures are always the way
to go!

TO MAKE A CHANGE
Actress Sarah Jessica Parker is a
good example of close set eyes,
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